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Brief summary 2

I A Reinforcement Learning based model has been created to perform local optics
corrections in the HL-LHC IR1.

I After the learning process, the model is able to perform the optics correction in
one single iteration with residual β-beating of 1-2% (up to 20% initially ).

Disclaimer
(Deep) Reinforcement Learning is quite a broad and complex topic and I am still in the
process of understanding the fundamentals. Do not blame the presenter for his partial
knowledge of the subject (yet).



Work in progress... 3

I This is just the first step towards applying RL in optics correction in the LHC.

I This work is not exhaustive nor complete but it sets the grounds for further
developments.

I It sits in the framework of using Machine Learning tools for optics correction in
the LHC initiated by Elena Fol.

I Thanks to Elena and Verena for their useful input.

I I am happy to find new ideas and people interested in developing these tools.



Optics correction in the LHC 4

I Accelerators are not perfect machines (not even the LHC!).
I Magnetic strengths, misalignments, power supply ripples, ground motion...
I As a consequence, measured optics differ from nominal values (i.e. model).

Optics correction

In order to preserve machine’s performance, these errors must be compensated.

Figure:



IR Optics correction in the LHC 5

I Inner Triplet are the strongest and most sensitive magnets.

I Each quadrupole is split in two pieces sharing the same PS.

Figure: HL-LHC triplet layout



Motivation 6

Some alternative/complemtentary techinques to Segment-by-Segment techniques are
being explored for local optics correction (Action-Phase Jump, quadrupole error
prediction,...).

What if the LHC learns how to correct itself?
I Current developments on Reinforcement Learning (RL) allow these techniques to

be applied in many different environments.
I Some studies are already implementing these algorithms for orbit correction in

AWAKE and Linac41.
I They are able to perform the correction in just 1 or 2 steps.

1V.Kain et al., ”Sample-efficient RL for CERN accelerator control”, PRAB, 23, 12 (2020)



Introduction Reinforcement Learning 7



RL general terminology 8

I State space (S): complete description of the state of the world.
I Observation space (O): partial description of a state, which may omit

information.
I Fully observed: O = S
I Partially observed: O ⊂ S

I Action Space (A): set of all valid actions in a given environment.
I Discrete.
I Continuous.

I Policy (agent): rule used by an agent to decide what actions to take.
I Deterministic. at = µ(st).
I Stochastic. at = π(·|st).

I Reward function R: function to maximize by agent’s actions.



RL in LHC optics correction 9

Figure: RL diagram applied to optics correction 2

2(Source: V.Kain et al., ”Sample-efficient RL for CERN accelerator control”)



Environment 10

I The environment in our case is the HL-LHC lattice v1.3, β∗ = 30cm.

I Since it was expected for learning to run the model hundreds to thousands of
times, a surrogate (ML) model was created to speed up the process.

I The surrogate model (already presented) adds an additional uncertainty to the
environment (in the end the model is an approximated function).



Reward (R) 11

The reward rt is calculated based on the average β-beating at the 4 IRs (1, 2, 5, 8)
extracted for the current state st .

rt = −
〈

∆β

β
(st)

〉
(1)

when the β-beating is below a certain threshold, the correction is considered to be
successful (”Done”) and an additional reward is given (terminal state).

I Reward value.

I Threshold.

I Additional reward after ”Done”.



State space (S) 12

I The state space is composed by the corresponding quadrupole strengths, KQ.

I As a first approach, we are only introducing errors in the triplet magnets in IR1
(KQX )..

I The error ∆Ki (error) is composed of the gradient, measurement and systematic
errors.

Ki = K 0
i + ∆Ki (error), i = 1, ..., 6 (2)



Action Space (A) 13

I The action space corresponds to the space of the correctors kqtx .

I Ncorrectors = 6 (3 per IP side).

Ai = ∆Ki (correction), i = 1, ..., 6 (3)

The new state will correspond to:

Ki = K 0
i + ∆Ki (error) + ∆Ki (correction) (4)

(nothing really new, though...)



Taxonomy of Learning Algorithms3
14

3https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl intro2.html
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3https://spinningup.openai.com/en/latest/spinningup/rl intro2.html



Q-learning 15

Action-value function:

Qπ(s, a) = Eτ∼π [R(τ)|s0 = s, a0 = a] (5)

Bellman equation to find the optimal Q-function:

Q∗(s, a) = E

(
r(s, a) + γmax

a′
Q∗(s ′, a)

)
(6)

from where we extract the optimal actions the agent must take:

a∗ = arg max
a

Q∗(s, a) (7)

(Deep) Q-learning: Built an approximator (NN) to Q∗(s, a).

Qφ(s, a) ≈ Q∗(s, a) (8)



Learning to correct the optics 16

The algorithm must be adapted to our environment. In our case we have both
continuous action and state spaces. Two main options:
I DDPG:

I Using a pair of critic networks.
I Learns a Q-function and a policy.
I Delayed updates of the actor.
I Used in continuous robotic and autonomous driving.
I Issue: tends to overestimate Q-values.

I TD34:
I Much like DDPG with some fixes (clipped double Q-Learning, delayed policy update

and target policy smoothing).
I Action noise regularisation.

4Fujimoto et al., Addressing Function Approximation Error in Actor-Critic Methods



Implementation 17

I Surrogated model of the LHC.

I Magnetic errors in Q1, Q2 and Q3 in IR1.

I Gym Environment to define ”your game model”.

I Stable Baselines v3: set of improved implementations of Reinforcement Learning
(RL) algorithms based on OpenAI Baselines.

I PyTorch for deep function approximator training.



Results: Learning 18



Results: Correction example 19

ktqx3.l1 = −1.0858246× 10−5

ktqx2.l1 = 2.0331085× 10−5

ktqx1.l1 = 6.4981577× 10−6

ktqx1.r1 = −2.4176494× 10−5

ktqx2.r1 = 1.8291728× 10−5

ktqx3.r1 = −1.7821963× 10−5

Regardless of the initial error distribution, the algorithm always converges to the
(almost) the same residual β-beating.



Outlook and Prospects 20

Summary

I Basic environment set up.

I It seems it might work but this is a simplified scenario and still some uncertainties
need to be clarified.

I Not fully optimized model.

A long way to go...

I What is the model actually learning?

I Comparison with other correction techniques?

I Increase complexity of the problem adding more errors in other quadrupoles.
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Thank you!


